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ABSTRACT

Context. FS CMa stars are low-luminosity objects showing the B[e] phenomenon whose evolutionary state remains a puzzle. These
stars are surrounded by compact disks of warm dust of unknownorigin. Hitherto, membership of FS CMa stars to coeval populations
has never been confirmed.
Aims. The discovery of low-luminosity line emitters in the young massive clusters Mercer 20 and Mercer 70 prompts us to investigate
the nature of such objects. We intend to confirm membership tocoeval populations in order to characterize these emission-line stars
through the cluster properties.
Methods. Based on ISAAC/VLT medium-resolution spectroscopy and NICMOS/HST photometry of massive cluster members, new
characterizations of Mercer 20 and Mercer 70 are performed.Coevality of each cluster and membership of the newly-discovered
B[e] objects are investigated using our observations as well as literature data of the surroundings. Infrared excess and narrow-band
photometric properties of the B[e] stars are also studied.
Results. We confirm and classify 22 new cluster members, including Wolf-Rayet stars and blue hypergiants. Spectral types (O9-B1.5
V) and radial velocities of B[e] objects are compatible withthe remaining cluster members, while emission features of Mg ii, Feii],
and [Feii] are identified in their spectra. The ages of these stars are 4.5 and 6 Myr, and they show mild infrared excesses.
Conclusions. We confirm the presence of FS CMa stars in the coeval populations of Mercer 20 and Mercer 70. We discuss the nature
and evolutionary state of FS CMa stars, discarding a post-AGB nature and introducing a new hypothesis about mergers. A new search
method for FS CMa candidates in young massive clusters basedon narrow-band Paschen-α photometry is proposed and tested in
photometric data of other clusters, yielding three new candidates.

Key words. Stars: emission-line, Be – Stars: massive – Circumstellar matter – Open clusters and associations: individual: Mercer
20 – Open clusters and associations: individual: Mercer 70 –Techniques: spectroscopic

1. Introduction

In the 1970s, several authors (Geisel 1970; Ciatti et al. 1974;
Allen & Swings 1972, 1976) noticed that a peculiar group
of Be stars showed forbidden emission lines together with
a strong infrared excess. Members of this group were later
referred as “B[e] stars” (see e.g. Klutz & Swings 1977;
Zickgraf & Schulte-Ladbeck 1989; Bergner et al. 1995). After
more than two decades of research, it became evident that the
B[e] class actually formed a very heterogeneous group of ob-
jects in diverse evolutionary phases, ranging from pre-main se-
quence stars to early stages of planetary nebulae. Consequently,
Lamers et al. (1998) proposed to drop the term “B[e] stars” and
coined the expression “B[e] phenomenon” to describe the com-
mon observational features of these objects.

Lamers et al. (1998) established five subclasses of ob-
jects showing the B[e] phenomenon, namely: B[e] supergiants
(sgB[e]), pre-main sequence B[e]-type stars (HAeB[e]), com-
pact planetary nebulae (cPNB[e]), symbiotic B[e] binaries
(SymB[e]), and unclassified B[e]-type stars (unclB[e]). The

⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere, Chile, under pro-
gram IDs 083.D-0765 & 087.D-0957.

latter was a miscellaneous group of objects that these au-
thors could not include in any of the four remaining sub-
classes. In some cases, objects were incorporated into the un-
clB[e] group simply when the lack of conclusive observational
evidence made the classification unclear (e.g. CD−42o11721;
Borges Fernandes et al. 2006) or controversial (a typical case is
MWC 349A; see Strelnitski et al. 2013, and references therein).
As expected, when new analyses of such objects were carried
out, part of them were moved to another B[e] subclass (see e.g.
Borges Fernandes et al. 2003).

However, other unclB[e] stars had well-determined ob-
servational parameters that undoubtedly prevented them
from being allocated in a different B[e] subclass. Among
these, the most extensively studied cases are FS CMa (see
e.g. Swings et al. 1980; Sorrell 1989; Israelian et al. 1996;
de Winter & van den Ancker 1997; Muratorio et al. 2006)
and HD 50138 (e.g. Hutsemekers 1985; Pogodin 1997;
Jaschek & Andrillat 1998; Borges Fernandes et al. 2009).
Briefly, each one of these objects is composed of a star un-
dergoing photometric and spectroscopic irregular variations,
a dense circumstellar dusty disk, and a high-velocity polar
wind. Since the HIPPARCOS satellite has allowed to calculate
their distances accurately, FS CMa and HD 50138 have precise
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luminosity measurements (van den Ancker et al. 1998), which
placed them in the main-sequence band or slightly above. Nei-
ther of them showed phenomena that are related to other B[e]
subtypes, specifically: Roche lobe overflow, high-excitation for-
bidden lines, or association to nebulae or star-forming regions.
On the other hand, both stars, as well as other similar objects,
presented a distinctive steep decrease in the mid-infrared
flux (Sheikina et al. 2000; Miroshnichenko et al. 2002, 2006),
implying that the dusty disk is compact and warm.

In light of the above explained evidence, Miroshnichenko
(2007) grouped these low-luminosity B[e] objects with warm
dust together in a new class, taking FS CMa as the prototype.
According to the definition established by this author, FS CMa
stars are those that fulfill the following criteria:

– Spectral types between O9 and A2.
– Presence of the B[e] phenomenon, i.e. forbidden emission

lines along with large infrared excess.
– Sharp decrease in the mid-infrared excess forλ & 20µm.
– Luminosity range: 2.5 . log(L/L⊙) . 4.5.
– Location outside of star-forming regions.

Subsequent observations (Miroshnichenko et al. 2007, 2009,
2011a,b; Borges Fernandes et al. 2009, 2012; Rodríguez et al.
2012; Polster et al. 2012; Liermann et al. 2014) and modeling
(Carciofi et al. 2010; Borges Fernandes et al. 2011) of FS CMa
stars have not been capable of unraveling the enigmatic na-
ture of these objects. One of the most puzzling issues refersto
the observationally inferred mass-loss rates, which are 2-3 dex
higher than predicted by wind theory for B-type main-sequence
stars. Miroshnichenko et al. (2000) used the optical Hi emission
of the FS CMa star AS 78 to obtain a very crude estimate of
Ṁ ≈ 1.5× 10−6M⊙/yr. Later, Carciofi et al. (2010) calculated a
more accurate value oḟM ≈ 2.7× 10−7M⊙/yr for the model of
IRAS 00470+6429, taking into account the geometrical effects
through a latitude-dependent mass-loss rate per solid angle, to-
gether with constraints in the latitudinal density profile that al-
lowed dust formation in a disk. In contrast, the mass-loss the-
oretical recipe of Vink et al. (2000, 2001) yields 9× 10−9 and
2 × 10−9M⊙/yr respectively for these two FS CMa stars, as-
suming solar metallicity. Moreover, if these objects were normal
low-luminosity stars, actual mass loss should be even lowerdue
to the so-called “weak wind problem” (Puls et al. 1996, 2008;
Martins et al. 2005b).

The difficulties for explaining such extreme mass loss and
the presence of a dusty disk around single main-sequence stars
have led to hypotheses involving binarity. As discussed by
Miroshnichenko (2007, 2011) and Miroshnichenko et al. (2006,
2013), mainly two binary evolution scenarios may provoke the
emergence of the B[e] phenomenon in low-luminosity stars.
First, FS CMa stars might be close binaries that have re-
cently undergone a short phase of mass ejection. Such phase
may be due to a rapid occurence of Roche lobe overflow
that stops when the donor mass is low enough (Wellstein et al.
2001; van Rensbergen et al. 2008), or could be triggered by
the periastron passage of the companion in a highly eccen-
tric orbit (Millour et al. 2009). Second, FS CMa stars may be
intermediate-mass post-AGB stars in the first stages of the plan-
etary nebulae ejection, where the dynamical interaction with
a main-sequence companion can trap a (at least termporarly)
stable circumbinary disk of hot dust (Van Winckel 2007). Al-
though only 30 % of FS CMa stars show signs of binarity
(Miroshnichenko 2007; Miroshnichenko et al. 2011a), this low
binary detection rate could be due to relatively low masses and

luminosities of the companions as well as small separationsbe-
tween components.

Also, none of the secured FS CMa stars has been confirmed
as a member of a coeval population, which hampers the in-
quiry of their evolutionary state. Although the FS CMa star
IRAS 00470+6429 is projected towards the Cas OB7 association
(Miroshnichenko et al. 2007), membership is unlikely due tothe
absence of a interstellar component of a Nai line that is present
in the majority of the Cas OB7 members (Miroshnichenko et al.
2009).

In this context, discovery of FS CMa objects as part of co-
eval, codistant star groups is crucial for understanding the nature
and evolutionary state of FS CMa stars, linking the observational
properties of these objects with the characteristics of thehost
populations, especially regarding ages. In this paper, we report
the first detections of FS CMa stars in two clusters, specifically
Mercer 20 and Mercer 70 (hereafter Mc20 and Mc70). We also
study these objects through the new approach of a joint analy-
sis with the cluster populations. Interestingly, the discovery we
present below is carried out through observations in the Paschen-
α line that were initially aimed at finding hot massive evolved
cluster members.Pα observations have been already proven to be
very effective to find such stars in clusters (Davies et al. 2012a,b)
or in the central region of the Milky Way (Mauerhan et al. 2010a;
Dong et al. 2011), however this method has never been used to
locate lower luminosity emission-line objects like FS CMa stars.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Imaging

Clusters were observed on 2008 June 30 (Mc20) and 2008 July
12 (Mc70) with the NICMOS camera onboard theHubble Space
Telescope (HST), as part of observing program #11545 (PI:
Davies). Near-infrared images were taken through filters F160W
and F222M, as well as the narrow-band filters whose wave-
lengths correspond toPα (P187N) and its adjacent continuum
(P190N). Each frame has a field of view of 51.2′′ × 51.2′′ and
a pixel scale of 0.203 arcsec/pix. Since resulting images and de-
tailed photometry from this dataset were already publishedby
Trombley (2013), we refer to that work for detailed description
of data reduction.

2.2. Target selection and spectroscopy

For each cluster, we have built the difference image F187N−
F190N, which is intended to spotlight the objects with signifi-
cantPα emission, while the remaining sources are “erased”. As
seen in Figs 1 and 2, three strongPα emitters are pinpointed
in each cluster. We chose all six emission-line stars, as well as
other bright targets in the central regions of Mc20 and Mc70,for
spectroscopic follow-up.

Selected stars from Mc20 and Mc70 were observed with
the ISAAC near-infrared spectrometer (Moorwood et al. 1998)
on the Very Large Telescope (VLT), as part of service mode
ESO programs 083.D-0765 (PI: Puga) and 087.D-0957 (PI: de la
Fuente). Medium resolution, short wavelength spectroscopy was
carried out with the the 0.8′′ slit, allowing a resolving power of
λ/∆λ ∼ 4000. Three different spectral settings were used: one
in the H band, at central wavelengthλcen = 1.71µm; and two in
the K band, atλcen = 2.09µm andλcen = 2.21µm, hereafter K1
and K2 respectively. The observing time was optimized by ori-
enting the slit in such a way that two targets of similar brightness
were observed simultaneously. Due to the crowded nature of the
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Fig. 1. F222M image (left pannel) and the F187N− F190N subtraction (right pannel) of Mercer 20. StrongPα emitters are marked with blue
arrows. Both images are centered at R.A.= 19h12m23.88s, Dec.= +9◦57′2.7′′
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for Mercer 70. Both images are centered at R.A. = 16h0m27.71s, Dec.= −52◦10′55.0′′

fields, additional stars were unintentionally situated within the
slit, providing several bonus spectra. An ABBA nodding pat-
tern was used for each slit position in order to remove the sky
background. The nod shifts were carefully chosen to ensure that
no stars are superimposed on the detector. The total integration
times were computed so that a signal-to-noise ratio around 150
is reached for every programmed star. Additionally, observations
of late-B, main sequence standard stars were requested in order
to measure the telluric spectrum.

Reduction was carried out through a handmade, custom-built
IDL pipeline that is described below. The first step consistsof
correcting the frame warping. The distortion along the spatial
axis is estimated using the STARTRACE frames that are part of
the ISAAC calibration plan. The OH emission spectrum that is
imprinted in the science frames is used for calculating the dis-
tortion along the spectral axis as well as for the wavelengthcal-
ibration. We have taken the wavelengths (in vacuum) of the OH
emission lines from Rousselot et al. (2000). After rectification
and calibration, the wavelength residuals have a RMS∼ 0.5 Å.
Sky background is removed from the calibrated frames through
subtraction of each AB or BA nod pair. All the positive and neg-

ative spectra of the resulting frames are then extracted andcom-
bined to obtain a 1-D spectrum for each object, including the
telluric standards. As Brackett-series hydrogen lines arethe only
H- and K-band intrinsic features of our late-B standars, pure tel-
luric spectra are obtained simply by removing such featuresby
means of Voight-profile fitting. Each object spectrum is thendi-
vided by the corresponding telluric spectrum in order to getrid
of the atmospheric absorption features. Finally, spectra are nor-
malized through continuum fitting using 3rd to 4th degree poly-
nomials.

An additional step was necessary to separate the spectra
Mc20-8 and Mc20-9, given that the small separation (≈ 0.9′′)
caused significant contamination between these two sources.
The decontamination proccess, which is exemplified in Fig. 3,
was possible due to the different morphologies of spectral fea-
tures belonging to each star. While Mc20-9 is an O supergiant
with narrow lines, Mc20-8 is a carbon-rich Wolf-Rayet star
(WC) whose extremely broad emission lines barely change with
spectral subtype (see Figer et al. 1997). Taking the similarWC
star Mc20-10 as a template, a cubic spline fitting (red line inFig.
3) was made to subtract the Wolf-Rayet lines from the contami-
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Fig. 3.Plot illustrating the decontamination process for stars 8 and 9 of
Mc20 in the H band. “8+9” and “9+8” are the input blended spectra,
where the first addend is the star that contributes most. See text for
details.

nated supergiant spectrum. The resulting Mc20-9 spectrum was
then subtracted from the contaminated WC spectrum in order
to obtain Mc20-8. Throughout the process, spectra were scaled
properly according to the contribution of each individual spec-
trum to the blended ones, as measured through comparison of
the line strengths.

3. The host clusters

The clusters were found by Mercer et al. (2005) through an au-
tomated search of stellar overdensities in the GLIMPSE survey
(Benjamin et al. 2003). Further studies of Mc20 (Messineo etal.
2009; Trombley 2013) and Mc70 (also Trombley 2013) con-
firmed them as young clusters. Here we present a new analysis
and characterization of both clusters.

3.1. Stellar classification

For every observed spectrum (Figs. 4, 5, and 6), line identi-
fication and stellar classification have been carried out using
spectral atlases in H and K bands (Kleinmann & Hall 1986;
Eenens et al. 1991; Morris et al. 1996; Hanson et al. 1996, 1998,
2005; Figer et al. 1997; Meyer et al. 1998; Wallace & Hinkle
1996, 1997; Ivanov et al. 2004), except for the FS CMa stars,
which will be addressed in section 4.1. Final spectral types, to-
gether with all the information that is discussed in next subsec-
tions, are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Stars are labeled as they
appear in Figs. 7 and 8.

In particular, the temperature subtypes of OB stars have been
distinguished through the Heii / Hei strength ratio, especially in

the H band, together with the existence of specific metallic lines
in the K band. The luminosity classes are based on the width of
the hydrogen lines, and the presence of emission componentsin
H and He lines for the most luminous stars. On the other hand,
the Wolf-Rayet stars are clearly differentiated by means of their
extremely broad emission lines.

Cool stars have been harder to classify using our spectro-
scopic data. The only reliable way of finding the luminosity
classes for these objects in the near infrared are the CO band-
heads that are situated beyond 2.29µm, which are not covered
by our spectroscopic span. Therefore, we only present a rough
classification of cool stars based on the presence or absenceof
hydrogen lines and the ratio between the K-band Cai and Nai
lines.

Apart from spectral types listed on Table 1, we have taken
into account the SofI spectroscopic data of Messineo et al.
(2009), which overlap our observations only partially. On the
one hand, these authors studied the two following cluster mem-
bers that were not covered by our observations. GLIMPSE20-1
is a Yellow Supergiant (YSG) of spectral type G0-2 I that dom-
inates the infrared luminosity of the cluster. GLIMPSE20-9is a
OB star whose specific spectral subtype could not be determined
due to a very low SNR. On the other hand, the shared targets
are GLIMPSE20-3 (= Mc20-1), GLIMPSE20-4 (= Mc20-6),
GLIMPSE20-8 (=Mc20-3) and GLIMPSE20-6. Despite the lat-
ter was classified as an individual WC4-7 star by Messineo et al.
(2009), our better spatial resolution has allowed us to resolve
this object in a close group of two WC stars (Mc20-8 and Mc20-
10) and an Of supergiant (Mc20-9). For all these overlapping
sources, spectral types as determined in the present paper are
preferred, given that the better quality of ISAAC spectra allows
a more accurate classification.

Among our Mc70 spectroscopic targets, the only object with
a cross-identification in the literature is Mc70-7 (= WR1038-
22L). Shara et al. (2012) found a WC7 classification based on a
K-band spectrum of this object.

3.2. Radial velocities

Radial velocities were calculated by means of gaussian fitting
of symmetrical, unblended spectral lines whose wavelengthac-
curacies are lower than one tenth of the spectral resolutionel-
ement. Wavelengths in vacuum have been taken from the Van
Hoof’s Atomic Line List1. Lines of which profiles show notice-
able wind contamination have been discarded, given that their
peaks appear shifted due to geometrical effects. When several
measurements for the same star are available, results are aver-
aged. In the worst cases (e.g. the Wolf-Rayet stars), there are no
suitable lines for gaussian fitting, therefore radial velocity cannot
be calculated using this method; ongoing atmosphere modelling
(de la Fuente et al., in prep.) will allow us to solve this problem.

In order to estimate the error associated to this method, we
have calculated the standard deviation of the residuals, consider-
ing only stars with at least 4 radial velocity measurements.This
yields an uncertainty of 7 km/s, which does not change if we take
into account only early or late-type stars. Since this quantity is
equivalent to one tenth of a resolution element, this demonstrates
the robustness of our method and the accuracy of the wavelength
calibration.

The resulting velocities have been corrected for the ob-
server’s contribution using thervcorrect routine from IRAF. We
present both radial velocities (in Tables 1 and 2) and spectra of

1 http://www.pa.uky.edu/∼peter/atomic
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Table 1.Equatorial coordinates, photometry, spectral types, radial velocities and membership of stars with new spectra in Mc20.

Star Coordinates (J2000) HST photometry UKIDSS photometry Spectral 3r Cluster
ID R.A. Dec mF160W mF222M Pα J H K Type [km/s] Member?
1 19h12m23.61s 9◦57′37.4′′ Out of the field of view 11.37 − 9.76 B0-3 I 48 Yes
2 19h12m23.34s 9◦57′04.2′′ 11.44 10.55 -0.04 12.52 11.33 10.45 O9.5-B0 I-II 61 Yes
3 19h12m23.18s 9◦56′46.0′′ 10.53 9.74 -0.09 11.47 10.29 9.49 B2-4 I-II 19 Yes
4 19h12m25.81s 9◦57′37.8′′ Out of the field of view 12.91 11.62 10.76 O9 I 41 Yes
5 19h12m24.18s 9◦57′22.6′′ 13.23 12.26 -0.05 14.29 12.91 12.06 O9e 58 Yes
6 19h12m23.72s 9◦57′19.0′′ 10.90 10.05 -0.05 − Unreliable− O9-9.5 I 24 Yes
7 19h12m22.73s 9◦57′09.8′′ 11.79 10.86 -0.01 12.77 11.54 10.73 O9 II 34 Yes
8 19h12m24.05s 9◦57′29.1′′ 11.84 10.66 -0.19 − Unreliable− WC 5-7 ? Yes
9 19h12m24.06s 9◦57′28.2′′ 12.52 11.45 -0.05 − Unreliable− O6 If 48 Yes
10 19h12m24.17s 9◦57′28.6′′ 11.22 9.96 -0.96 − Unreliable− WC 5-7 ? Yes
11 19h12m22.68s 9◦57′15.5′′ 12.45 11.55 -0.03 13.53 12.12 11.26 O8.5-9 II 43 Yes
12 19h12m22.74s 9◦57′05.3′′ 12.25 11.44 -0.03 13.26 12.02 11.27 O9 III 34 Yes
13 19h12m23.53s 9◦57′29.7′′ 12.93 11.14 -0.03 15.52 12.53 10.95 KM 63 No
14 19h12m24.93s 9◦56′52.6′′ 13.71 12.19 -0.02 15.74 13.33 12.09 KM −3 No
15 19h12m24.52s 9◦57′18.4′′ 11.98 11.09 -0.11 13.25 11.79 10.89 O5 If 55 Yes
16 19h12m24.35s 9◦57′30.5′′ 13.55 12.21 -0.44 14.84 13.18 11.91 FS CMa 45 Yes
17 19h12m23.29s 9◦58′44.7′′ Out of the field of view 14.59 13.00 12.08 O9-B2 III-V 51 Yes

Table 2.Equatorial coordinates, photometry, spectral types, radial velocities and membership of spectroscopically observed stars in Mc70

Star Coordinates (J2000) HST photometry Spectral 3r Cluster
ID R.A. Dec mF160W mF222M Pα Type [km/s] Member?
1 16h0m27.75s −52◦10′44.39′′ 8.48 7.49 -0.13 B0-2 Ia+ −107 Yes
2 16h0m26.00s −52◦10′57.42′′ 8.67 7.69 -0.06 KM −64 No
3 16h0m27.56s −52◦10′44.03′′ 10.49 9.63 -0.07 O9 I −73 Yes
4 16h0m27.08s −52◦10′55.65′′ 9.77 8.59 -0.06 B0-2 I-II −88 Yes
5 16h0m28.80s −52◦10′51.02′′ 10.37 9.64 -0.09 O6 I −118 Yes
6 16h0m28.15s −52◦11′3.13′′ 8.48 7.85 -0.15 B0-2 Ia+ −92 Yes
7 16h0m26.31s −52◦11′10.73′′ 10.38 9.45 -0.93 WC7 ? Yes
8 16h0m27.86s −52◦10′48.95′′ 10.64 9.82 -0.32 OIfpe/WN ? Yes
9 16h0m33.77s −52◦10′54.68′′ Out of the field of view G 0 No
10 16h0m32.06s −52◦10′53.31′′ Out of the field of view KM −101 No
11 16h0m27.98s −52◦10′51.60′′ 11.82 11.03 -0.05 O9 III −101 Yes
12 16h0m26.48s −52◦10′51.20′′ 11.46 10.81 -0.06 O6.5-8 III-V −31 Runaway
13 16h0m27.40s −52◦10′57.90′′ 11.96 11.37 -0.04 O7.5-8.5 III-IV −75 Yes
14 16h0m27.60s −52◦10′46.66′′ 13.14 12.11 -0.44 FS CMa −98 Yes

cluster members (Figs. 4 and 5) in the Local Standard of Rest
(LSR) reference frame. Spectra of stars that are not clustermem-
bers (see section 3.4) are shown in 6, where wavelengths are at
rest.

The average values and standard deviations for each clus-
ter are 3Mc20 = (43 ± 4)km/s; σMc20 = (13 ± 3)km/s and
3Mc70 = (−95± 6)km/s; σMc70 = (16± 4)km/s. The Mc70 val-
ues have been calculated excluding the runaway star Mc70-12
(see discussion in section 3.4). After subtracting the measure-
ment error (7km/s) in quadrature, we obtainσdisp

Mc20 ≈ 11km/s

andσdisp
Mc70 ≈ 14km/s for the velocity dispersion of each cluster.

3.3. Photometry: a calibration between JHK and NICMOS
magnitudes

We have utilized the best available JHK photometric data of
the observed stars. These data come from two different sources:
the NICMOS/HST observations taken by Trombley (2013), and
datasets from public surveys. UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. 2007)

and VVV (Minniti et al. 2010) are normally the most suitable
near-infrared public surveys for photometric studies of clus-
ters in the northern and sourthern Galactic plane respectively,
provided that the stellar density is not excessive. For Mc20,
the UKIDSS catalog yields reliable JHK magnitudes for the
spectroscopically observed objects, excepting four starsthat are
severely contaminated. These UKIDSS magnitudes are consis-
tent with their NICMOS counterparts, in such a way thatF160W
andF222M are always a fraction of magnitude greater than H
and K. On the other hand, the Mc70 field is more problematic
due to a significantly higher stellar density, which cause seri-
ous contamination in the majority of cluster members. Addi-
tionally, spectroscopically observed stars lie mostly in the non-
linear regime of VVV, which starts atK ∼ 11.5 andK ∼ 12
(Gonzalez et al. 2011; Saito et al. 2012). Consequently, we pre-
fer to use photometric data from a public survey (UKIDSS) for
the Mc20 case.

In principle, NICMOS provide the most suitable data due
to a better spatial resolution, especially in highly crowded re-
gions. However, absolute magnitudes and color indexes from
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Fig. 4. New H- and K-band spectra of Mc20 confirmed cluster members, except the FS CMa star. The upper chunk of the flux axis has been
shrinked to show properly the strong lines of the WC stars. Spectral lines have been shifted to match the radial velocity of the cluster.

the literature are usually given for Johnson-type (JHK) filter sets
whose bandpasses differ significantly from the NICMOS pho-
tometric system. As we will show in section 3.5, these differ-
ences cause discrepant results, especially for the distance. As ex-
plained above, the JHK magnitudes are missing for Mc70, there-
fore a transformation between both photometric systems should
be applied. Kim et al. (2005) presented such a transformation,

whose validity range is 0.110≤ F160W − F222M ≤ 0.334 (or
alternatively, 0.046 ≤ J − K ≤ 0.242). Mc70 stars have sig-
nificantly larger color indexes due to extinction, therefore we
have opted for calculating our own photometric transformation.
We will take advantage of having photometric data availablefor
Mc20 in both photometric systems to build a transformation be-
tween them.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for Mercer 70.

The equivalence between two photometric systems is a non-
trivial problem, given that the transformations depend on the
spectral types and reddening in a complicated manner. As dis-
cussed by Stephens et al. (2000), this is especially true when we
compare JHK-type and NICMOS filters, due to significant dif-
ferences in the wavelength ranges that are covered. However, if
we only consider “normal” OB stars of Mc20 and Mc70 (i.e.
ruling out stars with strong emission lines), spectral types are
roughly similar (from O5 to B3), and color indexes are in a rel-
atively narrow range (0.6 . F160W − F222M . 1.0, except a
few stars that are excluded from this calculation). Therefore we
can establish a simple transformation that is only valid forstars
fulfilling such conditions. Using the Mc20 cluster members that
have both NICMOS and UKIDSS photometry, the results are:
(F160W − H) = 0.22± 0.07 and (F222M − K) = 0.19± 0.07.

3.4. Cluster membership

In order to discern which stars are cluster members, we have
mainly relied on radial velocities and spectral types. As anad-
ditional criterion, color-based reddening is used with some flex-
ibility, given that differential extinction can be present. When
all these criteria are compatible with the majority of starsin the
same field, they are considered cluster members; if none of these
conditions are fulfilled, the object is surely a foreground or back-
ground star. All the spectroscopically observed stars are clearly
settled in one of these categories, except two cases that we dis-
cuss below.

Mc70-10 is a late-type (K or M) star whose photometric data
are unknown. Nevertheless, the VVV image of Mc70 (Fig. 8)
shows this object as a relatively faint star, allowing to dismiss a
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Fig. 6. H- and K-band spectra of stars in the Mc20 and Mc70 fields that are not cluster members. Radial velocities have been corrected, therefore
wavelengths are at rest.

Fig. 7. 3′ × 3′ RGB image (R= K, G= H, B = J) of Mercer 20 (cen-
tered at R.A.= 19h12m23.70s, Dec.= 9◦57′23.6′′) from the UKIDSS
survey, with a 30′′ × 30′′ close-up view of the central region (R.A.
= 19h12m23.59s, Dec.= 9◦57′17.8′′) taken from a 1.71µm narrow-band
acquisition image of our ISAAC observations. North is up andeast is
left. All the stars with new spectra are identified, including foreground
objects.

red supergiant phase; otherwise it would be one of the brightest
sources in the field. On the other hand, a red main sequence clus-
ter member would be too faint to be observed, and the remaining
evolutionary phases cannot be coeval with Wolf-Rayet (WR) and
OB stars. Therefore Mc70-10 must be a foreground star.

Mc70-12 is a young star whose radial velocity differs in 64
km/s from the average of all the other cluster members, which
corresponds to a 4.6σdisp difference. However, as the spectral
type and magnitudes are congruent with the cluster population,
it is unlikely to find such star being an unrelated object in the
line of sight of the Mc70 central region. Also, this object has
roughly the sameF160W − F222M color index than other O-
type cluster members, therefore the extinction is similar.Hence,
we infer Mc70-12 is probably a runaway star that was born in the
cluster. Since this object is still appearing on the centralregion of
Mc20, the ejection event must have occured very recently, unless
its trajectory is nearly coincident with the line of sight.

3.5. Extinction and distance

In order to estimate the interstellar extiction in the directions of
Mc20 and Mc70 as well as the heliocentric distances, we have
used the photometric data of normal OB cluster members, the
spectral types of which have well determined absolute magni-
tudes and color indexes. Mc20-9 and Mc70-4 have been ex-
cluded due to the abnormally highF160W − F222M index of
these stars, probably indicating additional circumstellar extinc-
tion. We have also dismissed the early B hypergiants Mc70-1 and
Mc70-6, given that this kind of objects presents a large range
of absolute magnitudes (Clark et al. 2012). The intrinsic mag-
nitudes and colors of the selected stars have been taken from
Straizys & Kuriliene (1981); Ducati et al. (2001); Martins et al.
(2005a); Martins & Plez (2006). As explained above, these mag-
nitudes and colors are tabulated in a JHK-type photometric sys-
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Fig. 8. 3′ × 3′ RGB image (R= K, G = H, B = J) of Mercer 70
(centered at R.A.= 16h0m28.00s , Dec.= −52◦10′51.4′′) from the VVV
survey, with a 30′′ × 30′′ close-up view of the central region (R.A.=
16h0m27.42s, Dec.= −52◦10′51.7′′) taken from a 1.71µm narrow-band
acquisition image of our ISAAC observations. North is up andeast is
left. All the stars with new spectra are identified, including foreground
objects.

tem and for that reason we apply the transformations of section
3.3 to the NICMOS photometry of Mc70.

We assume an extinction law of the formAλ = λ−α,
where λ can be approximated by the effective wavelengths
of the UKIDSS filters (Hewett et al. 2006). Several re-
cent studies (Nishiyama et al. 2009; Fitzpatrick & Massa 2009;
Stead & Hoare 2009; Schödel et al. 2010; Fritz et al. 2011;
Wang & Jiang 2014) have demonstrated such power law with ex-
ponentsα ≈ 2 is suitable for the Galactic extinction in the near
infrared. Since we can calculate the extinction indexAK based
on two different color indexes (J − K andH − K) for Mc20, we
can establishα as the value that matches both extinction calcu-
lations for each star. We obtain an average of ¯α = 1.94± 0.21,
which is in good agreement with the studies cited above. After
using such value for both clusters, the average K-band extinction
is ĀK = 1.15±0.14 for Mc20 andĀK = 1.01±0.14 for Mc70. As
a differential extinction cannot be discarded, we use theAK value
for each star individually to calculate its corresponding distance.
By averaging the distances, we obtaindMc20 = (8.2 ± 1.3) kpc
anddMc70 = (7.0± 0.9) kpc.

If we had directly used theF160W−F222 color index, with-
out further transformations, we would have found slightly lower
extinction values (̄AK = 1.10± 0.08 for Mc20 andĀK = 0.94±
0.12) and significantly farther distances (dMc20 = (9.7± 1.7) kpc
anddMc70 = (7.9± 1.0) kpc). The distance discrepancies, which
are approximately equal than the uncertainties, justify the advis-
ability of applying the photometric transformations.

Fig. 9. Distance-velocity diagram for Mercer 20 and Mercer 70, to-
gether with the projections of the Galactic rotation curve.

In order to check the consistency of the distances with
the radial velocities above calculated, we have superimposed
both results on the projection of the Galactic rotation curve of
Brand & Blitz (1993) along the Mc20/70 lines of sight, assum-
ing a solar galactocentric distance of 8.5kpc. As shown in Fig. 9,
all these results are in good agreement. The possible radialveloc-
ity discrepancies (∼ 10km/s) are within the error bars, therefore
we can neither confirm nor dismiss the existence of a peculiar
velocity with respect to the Galaxy.

3.6. Age

Since near-infrared color indexes are not good effective temper-
ature indicators for hot stars, isochrone fitting of infrared color-
magnitude diagrams is not suitable for age estimates of young
clusters. We rely on the known spectral types instead, making
them compatible with those expected from evolutionary models.
Although Messineo et al. (2009); Trombley (2013) also made
this work with Mc20 and Mc70, these authors used stellar grids
that are now outdated. The most recent Geneva evolutionary
models at solar metallicity (Ekström et al. 2012; Georgy et al.
2012) have implemented new opacities, reaction rates and mass-
loss prescriptions, which cause significant changes in effective
temperatures, luminosities and lifetimes of the different evolu-
tionary stages, especially for rotating models. For what isof con-
cern here, these new models allow WRs originate from less mas-
sive stars, therefore showing at older ages. Also, new rotating
models change the expected ratios of WR subtypes and prevent
Red Supergiants (RSGs) appear forMini > 32M⊙. New age de-
terminations for Mc20 and Mc70 are discussed below, based on
the above cited models and the associated isochrones and evolu-
tionary tracks.

An upper limit for the ages can be established from a fea-
ture of the massive population that is shared by both clusters: the
presence of WRs combined with the absence of RSGs. Given
that Wolf-Rayet stars in Mc20 and Mc70 are really scarce (even
if we include the Of/WN class), we cannot claim an age below
the youngest RSG possible; we impose the weaker but more re-
alistic condition RSG/WC< 1. This occurs aboveMini ∼ 45M⊙
for non-rotating models andMini ∼ 30M⊙ for those with rota-
tion, which correspond to age limits of 4.3 and 7.0 Myr respec-
tively. In principle, the latter is preferred since rotating mod-
els are expected to be more realistic. However, initial masses
near the lower aforementioned limits produce a WN/WC ratio
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well above 1, which is clearly against observational evidence in
Mc20. As a consequence, the Mc20 age limit is slightly lowered
to 6.5 Myr.

Another age constraint for Mc20 arises from the fact that the
most luminous object is also the coolest one among the evolved
stars. The less massive a star is, the lower the minimum ef-
fective temperature is reached during the post-main sequence
lifetime. Therefore, the presence of a bright G0-2 supergiant
(logTe f f ≈ 3.75) constitutes an upper limit for the mass of the
main sequence turn-off, which is equivalent to a lower limit for
the cluster age. For non-rotating models, such temperatures are
already reached for initial masses as high as 50M⊙, which hap-
pens at an age of 4 Myr. However, the resulting object would
be too bright (MV = −9.9) and the age must be increased. For
the 5 Myr isochrone, magnitudes of the G0-2 supergiants are
MV = −9.1, which corresponds to the upper limit of the YSG
luminosity in Mc20 within its error. Hence, a lower age limitof
5.0 Myr can be established from the non-rotating evolutionary
tracks. Although using rotating models would require a consid-
erably higher age (& 6.5 Myr), we finally take the least restric-
tive limit since no information about rotation of GLIMPSE20-1
is available.

Regarding Mc70, the presence of two early-B hypergiants
(eBHGs) provide strong constraints on the Mc70 main-sequence
turn-off, as these objects are only expected for 40M⊙ . Mini .

60M⊙ (Clark et al. 2012). Taking into account both non-rotating
and rotating tracks, this is equivalent to ages between 3.5 and 5.7
Moreover, from extinction and distance results above calculated,
we obtainMV ≈ −8.6 for Mc70-1 andMV ≈ −8.3 for Mc70-6;
such magnitudes, together with their spectral type, turns these
objects into analogs of the luminous hypergiantζ1 Sco (B1.5
Ia+; MV = −8.93;log(L/L⊙) = 6.10; Clark et al. 2012). Given
that the 40M⊙ Geneva tracks go through the corresponding effec-
tive temperatures significantly belowlog(L/L⊙) = 6, the turn-off
cannot be close to such initial mass, therefore we take a lower
limit of 45M⊙, which is equivalent to an upper limit of 5.4 Myr.

In principle, the presence of mid-O supergiants in both clus-
ters might provide additional upper limits for the age. However,
the rotating 32M⊙ isochrone is already reaching a turn-off lumi-
nosity of log(L/L⊙) = 5.7 with a mid-O temperature, and this
occurs at 6.7 Myr. Such luminosity is compatible with the two
mid-O supergiants in Mc20. Although this age constraint is less
restrictive than the above found upper limits, the strong Civ lines
of Mc20-9 and Mc20-15 conflicts with the carbon abundance de-
cline in that model. Higher mases and lower ages would be re-
quired for rotating main-sequence stars (. 5.5 Myr) or for non-
rotating models (. 4.5 Myr, which would be also in conflict with
the existence of a YSG in Mc20). Since age determination of the
mid-O stars is problematic (especially in Mc20) and dependent
on metallicity, we prefer not to use these objects to constrain
the age and to postpone this issue for future modeling that yield
accurate stellar parameters, including abundances.

In summary, we estimate Mc20 is between 5.0 and 6.5 Myr
old and the age of Mc70 is between 3.5 and 5.4 Myr. In order to
illustrate our age derivation, we have built an HR diagram for
each cluster showing the compatible Geneva isochrones (Fig.
10). Effective temperatures are based on spectral types, using
the temperature calibrations of Martins et al. (2005a) (forO-type
stars) and Straizys & Kuriliene (1981). As these papers do not
include hypergiant stars, we have based on Clark et al. (2012)
to find approximate values of the eBHGs temperatures, which
are ∼ 15% lower than for supergiants. We have used the ta-
bles of Martins & Plez (2006) (for O-type stars) and Ducati etal.
(2001), along with the bolometric correction by Torres (2010),

Fig. 10. HR diagrams of Mercer 20 (top) and Mercer 70 (bottom),
along with the rotating (solid line) and non-rotating (dashed) Geneva
isochrones that are compatible with cluster ages, whose colors are as
follows. Blue: 4.0 Myr; green: 5.0 Myr; red: 6.3 Myr. As the 5.0 Myr is
coincidentally the lower limit of the Mc20 age, its population seems to
fit closer to the 6.3 Myr isochrone.

to find the luminosities. Since the circumstellar extinction and
bolometric corrections for the emission-line stars (WR, B[e]) are
highly uncertain, we have omitted these objects in Fig. 10.

3.7. Mass

As the post-main sequence stellar populations of Mc20 and
Mc70 are well sampled, we can use star counts in the upper re-
gion of the mass function to obtain a rough estimate of the total
masses.

First of all, we need to establish the mass ranges that cor-
respond to stars above the main sequence. Following the argu-
ments in section 3.6, the turn-off is situated atMini ≈ 32M⊙
for Mc20 andMini ≈ 45M⊙ for Mc70. The upper cut-off (i.e.
the highest initial mass possible among stars that have not ex-
ploded as a supernova yet) is, however, very uncertain. Apart
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from variations associated with the age uncertainties, post-main
sequence lifetimes of massive stars are largely dependent on ro-
tation (Georgy et al. 2012). Nonetheless, this limit can still be
constrained to some extent, by means of the mass ratio of this
upper end to the turn-off, which is around 1.5-2 for the suitable
Geneva isochrones (Ekström et al. 2012). After taking into ac-
count these considerations, we choose the following compromise
values for the mass cut-off: 55M⊙ for Mc20 and 80M⊙ for Mc70.

The next step consists of counting post-main sequence stars.
From the above cited evolutionary models, we derive turn-off lu-
minosities oflog(L/L⊙) ≈ 5.6 for Mc20 andlog(L/L⊙) ≈ 5.8 for
Mc70. Every post-main sequence cluster member must be sit-
uated above these points, except a hypothetical low-luminosity
WR star that still would be identified through itsPα emission.
Using the O-type star calibrations by Martins et al. (2005a);
Martins & Plez (2006) for luminosity class III, along with ex-
tinction and distances towards Mc20 and Mc70, this is equivalent
to the conditionsKpost−MS . 11 andKpost−MS . 10.3 (or equiv-
alentlyF222M . 11.2, F222M . 10.5), respectively. The latter
is consistent with having the mid-O stars around the Mc20 turn-
off (see section 3.6). After discarding stars with significantly red-
der colors (H − K > 1) than expected for hot luminous cluster
members, we have found 9 additional stars (6 in Mc20 and 5
in Mc70) with no available spectra that fulfill these conditions.
Among these, foreground stars could be present and must also
be taken into account. Most of the foreground objects are eas-
ily identified as they usually have redder colors than non-OB
luminous cluster members. From Messineo et al. (2009) and the
above presented data, seven foreground stars have been identi-
fied in the Mc20 field and three in the Mc70 region, however
only one of them in each cluster (GLIMPSE20-11 and Mc70-
2) have magnitudes and colors that could mimic evolved OB
cluster members. In order to account for similar post-MS impos-
tors in the sample of stars with no available spectra, we subtract
1 ± 1 stars in each cluster. After adding the spectroscopically
confirmed post-MS members, we obtainNMc20 = 15 ± 1 and
NMc20 = 11± 1.

In order to extrapolate these results to a wider mass range,
we use the initial mass function of Salpeter (1955). Integration
between 0.5 and 150M⊙ give total masses ofMMc20 = 1.3× 104

andMMc70 = 1.5 × 104. Since the worst constrained parameter
is the pre-supernova mass limit, we have estimated uncertainties
through variations of this number within plausible values,yield-
ing relative errors about 20% for the cluster masses.

However, we should regard these results as upper limits as
actual values could be noticeably lower. Apart from the differ-
ence between initial and current masses due to mass loss through
stellar winds and supernovae, we have to consider that binary
products (mass gainers and stellar mergers) are causing a sig-
nificant overpopulation on the post-MS region where we have
counted stars. As demonstrated by Schneider et al. (2014), such
effect is expected to be substantial in massive clusters of a few
Myr old. This is causing an overestimate of unknown extent in
our mass values. Nevertheless, the Mc20 mass is expected to
be well in excess of 3.4 × 103M⊙, which was the estimate of
Messineo et al. (2009). These authors underestimated the num-
ber of stars above a specific luminosity limit owing to the lower
derived distance and the existence of non-resolved massivestars
(see section 3.1).

Alternatively, an upper limit for the mass can be estab-
lished from the velocity dispersion, assuming that the clusters
are thermalized and gravitationally bound. From the virialthe-
orem, the total mass of such clusters can be approximated by
Mcl ≈ 3σ2

dispR/G (Ho & Filippenko 1996; Figer et al. 2002),

whereR is a representative radius of the sampled region. Tak-
ing RMc20 = 1pc and RMc70 = 0.5pc, we obtain MMc20 ≈

8.4× 104M⊙ andMMc70 ≈ 6.8× 104M⊙. These values are con-
siderably higher than the above calculated upper limits. Atleast
part of this discrepancy could be caused by the high binary frac-
tion that is expected for massive stars (Sana et al. 2012). When
velocity dispersion is measured through massive cluster mem-
bers, binarity would cause dynamical masses estimates to exceed
largely the photometrically calculated value, as demonstrated by
Gieles et al. (2010). On the other hand, the assumptions of virial
equilibrium and thermalization may not be true; Mc20 is partic-
ularly suspicious of being supervirial, since it is apparently very
extended and quite loose in the UKIDSS images (Fig. 7).

4. FS CMa stars in clusters

In order to ensure that Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 are genuine FS
CMa stars, we must verify these objects fulfill the definitionof
such stellar type (Miroshnichenko 2007). This task is carried out
in the present paper through two steps: first, proving the pres-
ence of the B[e] phenomenon, i.e. forbidden metallic emission
lines together with IR excess; second, discarding other B[e] sub-
type classification. As we will discuss later, the second step can
be performed considering that a low luminosity B[e] star that is
several Myr old can only belong to the FS CMa subclass. There-
fore, membership to the above studied clusters would be enough
to secure such classification, provided that each cluster iscoeval.

4.1. Spectra

Fig. 11 shows spectra and line identification of the FS CMa
stars we have detected in Mc20 and Mc70. Most of spectral fea-
tures clearly present narrow, double-peaked emission linepro-
files which are typical of circumstellar disks. Such profilesare
seen in the majority of the known FS CMa-type optical spec-
tra (Miroshnichenko et al. 2007), with exceptions probablyhav-
ing pole-on orientations. Strength differences between the two
peaks, which are caused by disk oscillations (Okazaki 1991;
Hummel & Hanuschik 1997), are conspicuous in Mc20-16 and
less evident in Mc70-14. These asymmetries are normally quan-
tified through the V(iolet)/R(ed) intensity ratio, as defined by
Dachs et al. (1992). For Mc20-16 lines,V/R ∼ 1/2, with extreme
exceptions like the 2.089µm line, showing a typical “steeple
shape” (Hanuschik et al. 1995) where the weak peak almost dis-
appears.V/R is closer to unity in Mc70-14 lines; interestingly,
the Hei 2.059µm line presents aV/R reversal phenomenon,
which is likely due to the presence of a spiral density wave
(Clark & Steele 2000; Wisniewski et al. 2007).

Despite the predominant disk contribution, a few stellar
spectral features, consisting of faint Hei lines, are also seen.
The 1.701µm and 2.113µm lines appear only in narrow ab-
sorption in Mc70-14, therefore these are photospheric. The
1.701µm absorption feature allows us to find an upper limit of
3 sini ≈ 70km/s for the projected rotational velocity, follow-
ing the methodology of Simón-Díaz & Herrero (2014). On the
other hand, no absorptions are present in the Mc20-16 spectrum,
but the 1.701µm Hei line shows an asymmetric, remarkably red-
shifted emission, which points at the existence of a high-velocity
polar wind. The absorption component that this line should have
is probably filled with disk emission of slightly higher intensity,
as suggested by a bump on the blue wing of the wind emission.

Given that circumstellar matter has lower temperature than
the photosperes in general, disk spectral features only give lower
limits for the effective temperature of the underlying stars. In this
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Fig. 11.H- and K-band spectra of the FS CMa stars in Mc20 and Mc70. Unlike spectra in Figs. 4 and 5, the wavelength axes are not relative to
the LSR reference frame, but taking each star at rest. The wavelength region beyond 2.195µm has been omitted since it only shows a featureless
continuum for both stars.

respect, the Hei 2.059µm line provides the strongest constraint,
being expected in emission only for Be stars earlier than B2.5
(Clark & Steele 2000). However, further constraints arisesfrom
the aforementioned Hei stellar features, taking into account that
such lines appear very weakened due to dominance of disk con-
tribution. The 1.701µm and 2.113µm absorptions decrease with
B subtypes, being this change more abrupt for lower luminosi-
ties (Hanson et al. 1996, 1998). In B2V stars, these lines would
be faint enough to vanish in disk-dominated spectra, therefore
Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 temperature types are B1.5 or earlier.
Similarly, the higher temperature limit corresponds to an O9 sub-
type, as hypothetical Heii features would be weak enough to be
outshined by the disks. Finally, the presence of wind emission at
1.701µm favours the earliest subtypes for Mc20-16 (< B1).

As no H-band line identification work is available in the
literature for FS CMa stars, we have taken spectroscopically
similar spectra as a reference, namely early-B Luminous Blue
Variables (LBVs) with forbidden lines. Specifically, we have re-
lied on the medium resolution, high signal-to-noise near-infrared
spectra ofη Carinae (Hamann et al. 1994), the Pistol Star and
qF 362 (Najarro et al. 2009). Despite the great physical discrep-
ancies (especially in terms of luminosity) between both stellar
types (Conti 1997), FS CMa-type spectra bear a striking resem-
blance to these LBVs. Single-peaked emission profiles are the
only qualitative difference; luckily, this makes line identification
easier, given that neighboring lines are separated better.Regard-
ing the K band, we have also used the aforementioned LBV spec-
tra in addition to the recent B[e] observations of Liermann et al.
(2014).

Table 3 lists the wavelengths and radial velocities of ev-
ery spectral feature that is detected in at least one of the FS
CMa stars. Velocity calculations of the emission lines havebeen
problematic due to their strong asymmetry. Central shell-type
absorptions in double-lined profiles are not suitable for radial

velocity measurements owing to strong contamination from the
asymmetric disk emission, causing an apparent shift of the cen-
tral peak toward the weaker emission component. The only re-
liable method we have found for estimating radial velocity of
each double-lined peak consists of averaging the measurements
of the violet and red peaks, which are also shown in Table 3.
First, velocity determination has been carried out throughgaus-
sian fitting of each unblended or marginally blended peak, using
only a few pixels around the maximum to avoid wing effects
and contamination from the sibling peak. Second, we have used
the mirroring method (Parimucha & Škoda 2007) for the same
peak regions in order to test the validity of our approach. The
maximum discrepance between both methods is 4km/s, which
is well below one tenth of the resolution element. Final average
velocities for the B[e] objects are3Mc20−16 = (45± 6)km/s and
3Mc70−14 = (−98±11)km/s. These results are in good agreement
with Mc20 and Mc70 radial velocities, respectively.

Since each double-peaked emission feature samples the disk
region where the line is formed, the velocity field can be mapped
through peak separations. For this purpose, comparison between
Brackett-series hydrogen lines is particularly useful, avoiding
abundance or ionization effects. The higher the upper level of
the corresponding transition is, the lower the radius of theline
formation region is located in the disk, owing to decreasingos-
cillator strength. Hence, from Table 3 we can infer that the az-
imuthal velocity of both disks decreases with radius, as expected
for Keplerian disks.

Identification of forbidden metallic lines is crucial to val-
idate the B[e] classification. Among these, the strongest is
[Feii] 1.678µm, which is blended with [Feii] 1.677µm and Feii]
1.679µm. However, these neighboring features are weak enough
not to distort significantly the 1.678µm spikes, given that their
wavelengths match perfectly the expected radial velocities for
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Table 3. Identification and violet/red radial velocities of detected spec-
tral features on Mc20-16 and Mc70-14.

λvacuum Ion 3
Mc20−16
r (km/s) 3

Mc70−14
r (km/s)

(Å) viol. /red mean viol./red mean
1.67648 Mgii -97/bld ? -171/bld ?
1.67733 [Feii] bld/bld ? bld/bld ?
1.67809 [Feii] -56/146 45 -187/6 -90.5
1.67918 Feii] non-detection bld/bld ?
1.68045 Mgii non-detection bld/bld ?
1.68111 Hi -82/157 37.5 -186/-5 -95.5
1.68778 Feii] -62/142 40 -173/0 -86.5
∼1.6905a ? − − − −

1.70070 Hei 235b (1 peak) -95
1.73096 Feii] non-detection -170/bld ?
1.73225 Feii] -79/bld ? bld/bld ?
1.73295 Feii] bld/bld ? bld/bld ?
1.73432 Feii] bld/135 ? bld/21 ?
1.73668 Hi -79/155 38 -174/-9 -91.5
1.74045 Feii] -97/bld ? -172/bld ?
1.74167 Mgii bld/bld ? bld/bld ?
1.74188 Feii] bld/bld ? bld/bld ?
1.74541 [Feii] non-detection -214/tellu ?
1.74586 Mgii non-detection tellu/-4 ?
2.05869 Hei -85/179 47 -173/0 -86.5
2.08938 Feii] -27/137 55 -191/-29 -110
2.11258 Hei non-detection (1 peak) -114
2.13748 Mgii -99/190 45.5 -200/-27 -113.5
2.14380 Mgii unresolved peaks -169/-47 -108
2.16612 Hi -39/143 52 -141/-36 -88.5
∼2.1867a ? non-detection − −

Notes.Unknown data are labeled as question marks. When radial veloc-
ities cannot be reliably calculated, short explanations are given, where
the following abbreviations are used: bld, blended with a neighboring
line; tellu, a strong telluric line distorts the peak shape.(a) Vacuum
wavelengths of unidentified lines have been estimated so that the radial
velocities are roughly coincident with the values for the rest of lines.
(b) This value is not considered for average radial velocity since the peak
is neither photospheric nor disk-generated; see text for discussion.

both spectra. Another forbidden iron line is present in the Mc70-
14 spectrum at 1.745µm, although its red side cannot be distin-
guished due to severe telluric contamination and blending with
the Mgii 1.746µm line. The latter features are difficult to spot
in the Mc20-16 spectrum, as metallic lines are less intense in
general and the SNR ratio is lower at the red end of the H-band
range.

Moreover, two emission features remain unidentified at
1.69µm and 2.19µm. Although the former resembles a Siii fea-
ture that appears in qF 362 and the Pistol Star, we dismiss such
identification owing to the wavelength being 6 Å lower and the
absence of other strong Siii lines that would have to be present.

4.2. Neighboring star formation and coevality

In this section, we aim at discarding membership of Mc20-16
and Mc70-14 to young stellar populations other than the above
studied clusters, as well as evaluating the posibility of continu-
ous star formation that invalidates the cluster coevality hypothe-
sis. In any case, the origin of these FS CMa stars must have ages
around or below 15-18 Myr, as this is roughly the H-burning life-
time of a star whose initial mass is 12M⊙ (see e.g. Bressan et al.
1993; Meynet & Maeder 2000; Ekström et al. 2012). Hence, we

adress these questions by searching for signs of recent starfor-
mation in a wide sky area around Mc20 and Mc70. On the one
hand, visual inspection of images from the GLIMPSE survey
has allowed us to examine the morphology of surrounding star
forming regions, mainly revealed by hot molecular emissionat
the 8µm IRAC band. On the other hand, we have looked up ob-
jects associated with recent star formation in the SIMBAD As-
tronomical Database. Fig. 12 shows the resulting Young Stellar
Objects (YSOs) or candidates, Extended Green Objects (EGOs)
and masers, superimposed on quarter square degree GLIMPSE
images around the clusters.

Most of the hot molecular emission in the Mc20 surround-
ings is gathered in the first (west to north) quadrant, on the
G044.28+0.11 region. This region consists of a well-defined
cometary structure whose tail is oriented toward the cluster and
a fainter rim that crosses such tail perpendicularly to its sym-
metry axis. Dirienzo et al. (2012) performed an extensive survey
of YSO candidates, where the southern edge of the search re-
gion crosses the cluster. As this survey only covers a partial area
of the Mc20 surroundings, we omit the correspoding detections
in the left pannel of Fig. 12,in order to avoid selection effects
between the undersampled and oversampled areas; only sources
from Robitaille et al. (2008) are kept. However, the class I YSO
distribution found by Dirienzo et al. (2012, see their Fig. 11) is
majorly the same than seen in Fig. 12 (although in higher num-
bers): these are concentrated near the cometary region edge. A
few more YSO candidates are on the aforementioned fainter rim,
which is closer to Mc20; however, these are clearly situatedon
the rim and are not expected to be associated with the cluster.

On the nortwestern edge of the cometary region near Mc20,
Urquhart et al. (2009) found an ultra compact (UC) Hii region
(VLA G044.3103+00.0410), associated to a methanol maser
(MSX6C G044.3103+00.0416; Pandian & Goldsmith 2007).
This UC Hii region has a measured distance is 8.0 kpc
(Urquhart et al. 2013, and references therein), which is coin-
cident with the Mc20 distance estimated above. On the other
hand, Dirienzo et al. (2012) found near and far kinematic dis-
tances of 4.33 and 7.7 kpc for the cometary region; the lat-
ter is strongly favoured by Anderson & Bania (2009) through
non-detection of background Hi with the same LSR velocity.
Nonetheless, Dirienzo et al. (2012) used the “near” option to es-
timate a dynamical cloud age oftH ii = 2.4Myr, by means of the
Dyson & Williams (1980) formula:

tH ii = 7.2× 104

(

RH ii

pc

)4/3 (

QLy

1049s−1

)−1/4 ( ni

103cm−3

)

yr , (1)

whereRH ii is the radius,QLy the ionizing luminosity andni
the gas density. Since calculated radius and luminosity vary with
distance as∼ D and∼ D2 respectively, thentH ii ∝ D5/6. There-
fore, the corrected dynamical age at the far distance would be 3.9
Myr, which is somewhat lower than the Mc20 age. This is com-
patible with the triggered creation of the bubble by Mc20 at the
time this cluster emerged from the natal cloud. Despite having
omitted the presence of Mc20, Dirienzo et al. (2012) also con-
cluded a triggered star formation mode for this region, based on
physical features and the cometary morphology. This scenario
implies that star formation has moved to the region edges, being
inhibited at the starting location (i.e. the cluster). The velocity
difference between Mc20 and G044.28+0.11 is consistent with
the elongated shape of the molecular region and the relocation
of the cluster far from the region center.

Additional 8µm emission comes from smaller regions that
are situated south/southwest of Mc20. The brightest cloud is the
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Fig. 12.30′ × 30′ RGB images (withR = [8.0], G = [4.5], B = [3.6]) from the GLIMPSE survey showing regions around Mercer 20(left) and
Mercer 70 (right), which are inside the white circles of radius 1′. Blue circles are young stellar objects or candidates (double circles: with available
distance measurement); green squares poinpoint Extended Green Objects; and yellow crosses are masers. In order to preserve the observational
homogeneity in this figure, new YSO candidate detections by Dirienzo et al. (2012) have been excluded from the left pannel(see text for details).
North is up and east is left.

[MKJ2009]58 molecular clump (Matthews et al. 2009). These
authors calculated kinematic distances of 5.1 and 7.1 kpc for the
near and far intersections with the galactic rotation curve; the lat-
ter would be consistent with being in the same spiral arm thanthe
cluster and the aforementioned cometary structure. Very close
to this cloud, two nearby observational signs of ongoing star
formation are present: a SiO maser (object “Onsala 100” from
Harju et al. 1998) and a EGO (G044.01-0.03; Cyganowski et al.
2008). Chen et al. (2010) gave a kinematic distance of 5.3 kpc
for the EGO assuming the “near” option; this assumption is
probably erroneous and this object is spatially coincidentwith
the molecular clouds in the Mc20 wide field. In any way, none of
the small clouds we refer in this paragraph are within a 7′ radius,
therefore we can discard them as either the origin of Mc20-16or
a sign of continuous star formation in the Mc20 field.

In contrast to the Mc20 environment, visual inspection of
the M70 surroundings does not reveal any hot dust struc-
ture that is clearly related to the cluster. The 8µm extended
emission is enhanced toward the galactic plane, which is sit-
uated 35 arcminutes south of Mc20. The only well-defined
clump in the field is the IRAS 15557-5215 Hii region, host-
ing two EGOs (Cyganowski et al. 2008), three candidate YSOs
and three methanol masers. The latter have the following
identifiers and available velocity and/or distance measure-
ments: 329.457+0.506, 3LS R = −67.6km/s (Bronfman et al.
1996), dNear = 4.5kpc, dFar = 10.1kpc (Ellingsen
2005); G329.48+0.51,3LS R = −72km/s (Schutte et al. 1993);
G329.469+0.502,3LS R = −69.5km/s, dNear = 4.5kpc, o dFar =

10.1kpc (Val’tts et al. 2000). Despite being nearly coincident be-
tween them, these are too far away from the Mc20 measurents,
therefore such objects correspond to foreground or background
clustered star formation, probably in a different Galactic spiral
arm.

Several candidate YSOs are scattered over the remaining
sky area in the right pannel of Fig. 12, where no clear associ-

ations with clouds are visually perceived. One of these objects
is the MSXDC G329.67+0.85a dense core, whose velocity is
3LS R = −45.8km/s. Despite not having available velocity or dis-
tance measurements for the remaining YSO candidates, phys-
ical connection with the cluster is very unlikely owing to the
angular separations, with the closest one being placed at 4.5 ar-
cminutes from the Mc20 center. Together with the absence of
8µm emission on the outskirts of the cluster, all these data allow
us to conclude that star formation have been probably stopped
around Mc20 and the surroundings have been cleared of gas,
while signs of ongoing or formation in the field are foreground
or background.

Finally, we cannot totally rule out that Mc20-16 and
Mc70-14 have formed in isolation. However, this scenario
is highly improbable, given that a vast majority of stars
are born in clusters (Lada & Lada 2003; Portegies Zwart et al.
2010). Furthermore, the fraction of OB stars that are lo-
cated in clusters or running away from them is particularly
high, exceeding 95% (Clarke et al. 2000; de Wit et al. 2005;
Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2010; Gvaramadze et al. 2012).
Such lower limit, together with the absence of additional clus-
tered star formation within several arcminutes, yields a near
100% probability for Mc20 and Mc70 as the birthplaces of the
FS CMa stars presented here.

4.3. Photometric properties

As suggested by Figs. 1 and 2, narrow-band photometry is a key
method for distinguishing FS CMa stars among other coeval hot
massive stars, especially when a significant fraction of them are
much brighter. Among the most luminous hot massive stars, the
most easily detected sources throughPα photometry are LBVs
and WRs, as shown in the Galactic Center region (Wang et al.
2010; Mauerhan et al. 2010b,a), while extreme OB supergiants
only emit weakly inPα. Fig. 13 shows a diagram separating the
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Fig. 13. Pα-magnitude diagram of the Mc20 and Mc70 fields. Red
triangles are FS CMa stars, green squares are WR or “slash” stars
and blue diamonds are OB cluster members. For the sake of clarity,
GLIMPSE20-1 is excluded for being situated far away from themag-
nitude range drawn here. The solid line shows our adopted limit for Pα
excess and the dashed line is atMK ≈ −4.

strongPα emitters from the remaining objects for each cluster;
we establish the empirical limit between strong and weakPα
emission at F187N− F190N≈ −0.17. The only stars appearing
in the diagram region for strong emitters are WR, “slash” stars,
and FS CMa objects. Additionally, the latter are also separated
by a broad magnitude gap, as expected for their relatively low
brightness. The most luminous main sequence star displaying
the B[e] phenomenon should have an O9 subtype andMK ≈

−3.3 (Martins & Plez 2006). If we duplicate the luminosity of
such star to take into account (roughly) the disk contribution,
we reachMK ∼ −4 This coincides approximately with the K-
band magnitude of the least luminous WR stars in the Milky Way
(Crowther et al. 2006). Using the extinction and distance values
above calculated, this limit is equivalent to F222M≈ 11.9 and
F222M≈ 11.4 for Mc20 and M70 respectively. Thus, we have
found a differentiated region where FS CMa stars are expected
to be present inPα-F222M diagrams of young clusters hosting
WR stars.

Since a key feature of FS CMa star is a strong infrared excess
with a steep decrease in the mid-infrared, we have explored the
available photometric data at longer wavelengths. Unfortunately,
stellar crowding in the regions where Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 are
located complicates the detection for mid-infrared instruments,
whose resolving power is generally lower than in the near-
infrared. Specifically, Mc20-16 only appears in the GLIMPSE
survey, whose spatial resolution (∼ 0.2′′) is the highest among
the mid-infrared public surveys. On the other hand, Mc70-14
cannot be resolved due to the presence of four higher luminosity
stars within a 3′′ radius (see Fig. 8), including the most luminous
cluster member (Mc70-1).

In order to build the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of
Mc20-16 we have derredened the UKIDSS data usingAλ =
λ−(1.94±0.21) and AK = ĀMc20

K = 1.15 ± 0.14, while we have

Fig. 14.Dereddened SEDs of Mc20-16 (black) and Mc20-17 (grey). A
black body ofT = 28,000K andR = 5R⊙ at a distance of 8.2± 1.3 kpc
is also plotted (black solid curve; uncertainty is represented by dotted
lines).

corrected the extinction in the GLIMPSE data through the
Indebetouw et al. (2005) law. For comparison purposes, we have
also calculated the SED of Mc20-17, whose spectral type (O9-
B2 III-V) is nearly the same than the Mc20-16 stellar compo-
nent, although slightly more luminous. Derredening of Mc20-
17 has been carried out similarly to Mc20-16, but using the
AMc20−17

K = 1.35 value individually estimated instead of the clus-
ter average. This choice has been preferred as this object being
located in the Mc20 outskirts appears significantly redder than
other early-B cluster members, which points at a differential ex-
tinction effect.

The infrared SEDs of Mc20-16 and Mc20-17 are shown in
Fig. 14, along with the Planck distribution for a black body of
T = 28, 000K andR = 5R⊙ at the same distance than the clus-
ter. These values correspond to 12-14M⊙ models of 5-6 Myr old
(Ekström et al. 2012), with small variations depending on the ro-
tational velocity and the exact age; a normal B0.5-1 V star would
fulfill such conditions (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013). As expected,
the Mc20-17 and black body slopes are nearly coincident, while
the Mc20-16 SED shows a remarkable infrared excess that peaks
at the [5.8] IRAC band. The clearly seen decrease at the [8.0]
band implies a very compact and warm dusty disk. Towards
shorter wavelengths, the Mc20-16 flux density approaches tothe
Planck distribution depicted in Fig.14, allowing us to confirm
that the radius and luminosity of the underlying star are what we
would expect from an early-B main-sequence star.

Due to the unavailability of reliable photometric data of
Mc70-14 from public surveys, we can only compare it with
the Mc20-16 photometry through the NICMOS data. The ob-
served F160W− F222M color excesses for these objects are
EMc20−16 = 1.37±0.05 andEMc70−14 = 1.06±0.05,which include
both the interstellar extinction and the disk effects. The location
of these stars in the central cluster regions allows us to separate
such contributions to the color excess under the assumptionof
undergoing the same extinction than the average for each clus-
ter, within errors. These averages areEMc20

interst = 0.93± 0.12 and
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EMc70
interst = 0.79±0.16. Therefore, the color excesses in the F160W
− F222M band caused by the disks areEMc20−16

disk = 0.44± 0.17
andEMc70−14

disk = 0.27± 0.21. Due to the relatively high uncer-
tainties, we can only conclude that Mc70-14 has a positive near-
infrared excess that is equal or somewhat lower than the Mc20-
16 excess.

Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 have the weakest infrared excesses
among the few FS CMa stars with measured SEDs, as can be
seen by comparing Fig. 14 with Miroshnichenko et al. (2007,
Fig.20) and Miroshnichenko et al. (2011a). Such weakness is
not entirely unexpected since the stellar components are among
the hottest objects in the FS CMa class, and therefore dust is
more efficiently destroyed by the more energetic radiation of
the central body. However, the presence of multiple hot lumi-
nous stars at sub-parsec distances is an additional contribution
of great importance here. As shown by Hollenbach & Adams
(2004), photoevaporation caused by UV radiation from nearby
massive stars has a strong effect on dispersal of disks in young
clusters, and this mechanism becomes predominant in the outer
regions of the disks. The latter also could explain the afore-
mentioned SED decrease even at shorter wavelengths (6-8µm)
than for other FS CMa stars (10-30µm; Miroshnichenko 2007;
Miroshnichenko et al. 2007).

Cluster membership of FS CMa stars also allows us to cal-
culate absolute magnitudes for this kind of objects in an un-
precedented way. We use the extinction and distance estimates
from previous subsections, however we cannot utilize the NIC-
MOS/UKIDSS photometric transformation that was only valid
for “normal” OB stars (see section 3.3). Given that both FS CMa
stars have very similar spectra and F160W− F222M colors, we
prefer to take (F222M − K) = 0.30 from Mc20-16 and apply
it to Mc70-14. Thus, the resulting K-band absolute magnitudes
are MMc20−16

K = −3.8 ± 0.5 andMMc70−14
K = −3.4 ± 0.4. These

values correspond to the whole FS CMa objects, i.e. the total
outgoing flux that include not only the star+ disk luminosity,
but also the effect of the circumstellar extinction. On the one
hand, this implies the K-band luminosity of the stellar compo-
nent must be lower; the Mc20-16 SED (Fig. 14) provides order-
of-magnitude estimate for the K-band excess of∼ 1 mag, there-
fore Mstellar

K ∼ −2.5. On the other hand, the 0.4 mag diference
between both stars can be compensated if we consider the posi-
bility of a greater excess for Mc20-16, as suggested previously
in this section. Hence, we state that both stellar components vir-
tually have the same luminosity within the associated uncertain-
ties.

4.4. A search for new FS CMa candidates

Extensive surveys for finding new FS CMa stars in clusters
are beyond the scope of this paper. More modestly, we have
simply explored the available Paschen-α photometry of young
clusters from our own NICMOS/HST data in the #11545 pro-
gram. Specifically, we have only examined clusters whose evo-
lutionary stages are similar to Mc20 and Mc70 (e.g. with
WR of blue supergiant cluster members) in order to apply the
Pα photometric criterion (Fig. 13) to FS CMa candidate se-
lection. Such clusters are Mercer 23 (previously studied by
Hanson et al. 2010), Mercer 30 (Kurtev et al. 2007), Mercer
81 (Davies et al. 2012b; de la Fuente et al. 2013), Danks1 and
Danks2 (Davies et al. 2012a).

This search yields three new candidates whose coordinates
and NICMOS/HST photometric measurements are listed in Ta-
ble 4. F222M magnitude ranges of WR and “slash” stars in
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Fig. 15.F187N− F190N subtraction image of Mercer 81, showing only
the region where emission-line stars are placed. The complete image
was published by Davies et al. (2012b), pinpointing all thePα emitters
except Mc81-28 (circled here), which was unperceived due toits rela-
tive faintness.

the corresponding clusters are provided for comparison. Asex-
pected, these evolved stars are between 2 and 5 magnitudes
brighter than the FS CMa candidates, which is expected given
that Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 are near the high-luminosity limitof
FS CMa stars and a magnitude range of∆mF222M ≈ 5 is allowed
for such candidates.

Despite its strong Paschen-α emission, Mc81-28 was pre-
viosly overlooked, partly due to the relative faintness when com-
pared with bright cluster members 15. Moreover, this object
does not appear in the correspondingPα-F222M diagram (see
Davies et al. 2012b, Fig.4, central pannel) given that this star
is situated marginally outside the covered sky area (15 arcsec
from the cluster center). On the other hand, D1-13 and D1-14
are clearly shown by Davies et al. (2012a, Fig. 5, right pannel).

5. Discussion

We have found the following evidence suggesting that the newly-
discovered FS CMa stars are part of two young coeval clustered
populations. First, spectral types of the Mc20-16 and Mc70-14
underlying stars are among expected in populations of a few Myr
old, being highly improbable that unrelated stars of the same
type are projected close to the cluster centers. Second, radial ve-
locity results that were calculated in section 4.1 are consistent
with the cluster values. Third, neither the clusters nor theneigh-
boring regions present signs of continuous star formation that
allows to discard coevality. Finally, we have dismissed theexis-
tence of unrelated regions of recent star formation that aresimul-
taneously coincident with the radial velocities and lines of view
toward Mc20 and Mc70. Despite each individual evidence leaves
room for alternative possibilities, we consider the complete set
as a concluding proof of membership to coeval clusters.

Cluster membership and coevality allow us to assign an age
range from 3.5 to 6.5 Myr to the newly-discovered FS CMa stars.
The lower limit excludes the possibility of a pre-main sequence
origin of the disks, given that such phase lasts∼ 0.1Myr for
12M⊙ objects (Bressan et al. 2012). The upper limit allows us
to rule out post-main sequence evolutionary stages where the
B[e] phenomenon can be shown (i.e. B[e] supergiants and proto-
planetary nebulae), as the Geneva models (Ekström et al. 2012)
yield a 15-20 Myr main-sequence lifetime for 12M⊙ stars. Al-
though the age range does not forbid completely the existence
of a symbiotic B[e] star, the cool giant/supergiant companion
would be much brighter in the near-infrared and its spectralfea-
tures would be strongly visible in H and K bands. Therefore, the
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Table 4.Equatorial coordinates and NICMOS/HST photometry of new FS CMa candidates.

Cluster Star R.A. Dec mF160W mF222M Pα mF222M(WR/slash)a

Mercer 81 Mc81-28 16h40m30.73s −46◦23′17.8′′ 16.05 13.88 -0.26 [10.59,11.46]
Danks1 D1-13 13h12m29.23s −62◦42′06.9′′ 11.89 11.28 -0.20 [6.62,8.31]
Danks1 D1-14 13h12m26.98s −62◦42′03.9′′ 11.93 11.37 -0.27 [6.62,8.31]

Notes.(a) F222M magnitude ranges of Wolf-Rayet and “slash” members ineach corresponding cluster.

B[e] stars we have detected in Mc20 and Mc70 must belong to
the FS CMa subclass. Moreover, all the observational and phys-
ical criteria that have been measured or estimated in this paper
for Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 fulfill the definition of FS CMa stars
(Miroshnichenko 2007), which include the existence of the B[e]
phenomenon, an spectral type between O9 and A2, and a rela-
tively low luminosity (2.5 . log(L/L⊙) . 4.5). Also, the infrared
excess is consistent with a compact and warm dusty disk, as ex-
pected for FS CMa stars.

At this point, it is necessary to remark that evolutionary mod-
els that are cited in several sections of this paper correspond
to single star evolution. Hence, stating that ages, luminosities
and temperatures of Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 are compatible with
main-sequence stars does not imply that these are genuine main-
sequence objects, if we admit a binary evolution scenario. In par-
ticular, the 12-14M⊙ model to which we referred in section 4.3
must be only taken for comparison purposes; the actual mass
of the Mc20-16 stellar component may be somewhat different
(e.g. for a merger case, see below). Nonetheless, moderate mass
changes do not affect the reasoning about the evolutionary state
of Mc20-16 and Mc70-14, since pre-main sequence objects are
expected only forM . 2M⊙ (Bressan et al. 2012) and evolved
stars forM & 32M⊙ (Ekström et al. 2012) at the cluster ages.

The above presented observations provide new clues for
the binarity-related hypotheses that were summarized in the
introduction of this paper. Particularly, the posibility of
FS CMa stars being intermediate-mass post-AGB binaries
(Miroshnichenko et al. 2013) is completely elliminated by the
confirmed ages of Mc20-16 and Mc70-14. Despite our spectra
(Fig. 11) do not show any companion sign, we cannot dismiss
other hypothesis involving binarity. Cooler main-sequence com-
panions may exist, provided that the luminosity ratios are high
enough to have the spectral features of the secondary star below
the noise level. Since SNR≈ 100-150, this entails a lower limit
of ∼ 15 for the luminosity ratio in the near-infrared, or equiv-
alently,∆K & 3. In principle, such condition would restrict the
companion to spectral types later than B7 V, however this con-
straint moves to earlier subtypes (∼ B5) owing to the fact that
the only strong features in mid-B main-sequence stars (H, Hei)
are coincident with the strongest lines in B[e] stars, beingharder
to separate both contributions.

Interestingly, the locations of both Mc20-16 and Mc70-14
just in the most crowded regions of the host clusters supports the
binary origin hypothesis. Close encounters between a tightbi-
nary and other cluster members make the binary orbit tend to be
tighter and more eccentric (Heggie 1975; Portegies Zwart etal.
2010), while stellar crowding enhances the encounter rate.On
the one hand, this favours the recent mass transfer scenario
that is caused by a close secondary star in an eccentric orbit
(Millour et al. 2009). On the other hand, these frequent dynam-
ical interactions can eventually facilitate the occurrence of a
merger. Mergers have been proposed to explain the formation
of B[e] supergiants (Pasquali et al. 2000; Podsiadlowski etal.
2006), likewise a lower luminosity version of this mechanism

could produce FS CMa stars. In order to evaluate this new hy-
pothesis, it is mandatory to refer to V1309 Sco, which is the only
fully documented case of a stellar merger (Tylenda et al. 2011).
Post-merger infrared observations by Nicholls et al. (2013),
along with simulations by Nandez et al. (2014), and dust mod-
eling by Zhu et al. (2013), proved that a great amount of mat-
ter was expelled during the merging event and was converted
into dust grains soon after. Besides this, simulations of merg-
ers whose primary component is a main-sequence massive star
(Glebbeek et al. 2013) yield a stellar product with a helium-
enhanced core. As a consequence, the final star seems to be
another main sequence star that behaves as if it were slightly
more massive than it actually is, having an increased radius,
higher luminosity and temperature and a lower main-sequence
lifetime. Hence, FS CMa stars could be post-merger products
that still retain part of the dusty ejection in the shape of a disk. In
principle, the upper limit for the rotational velocity of Mc70-14
(see section 4.1) advises against a coalescence scenario, given
that the merger products are expected to rotate very rapidly
(de Mink et al. 2013). However, the combination of the loss of
angular momentum (up to 30 %; Nandez et al. 2014) caused by
mass ejection during the merging event and the yet to be quanti-
fied magnetic braking (de Mink et al. 2014) may spin down the
star to its observed rotation value.

In order to assess the role of stellar clustering in the origin
of FS CMa stars (e.g. binary evolution), we must wonder how
often these objects are located in clusters like Mc20 and Mc70.
In principle, the detection of two FS CMa stars plus three candi-
dates in a sample of seven clusters of similar ages (a few Myr)
and masses (∼ 104M⊙) favours a relatively high frequency in
this kind of young massive clusters. Then, why FS CMa stars
have not been found in clusters until now? This apparent para-
dox could be caused by an observational bias. If clusters arere-
quired to be roughly as massive as Mc20 or Mc70 to have a
significant probability to host one FS CMa star, then the latter
will be totally outranked (in terms of luminosity) by many clus-
ter members that are more massive or more evolved, depending
on the age. Additionally, as most of young massive clusters are
distant and highly reddened, spectroscopy is usually limited for
the brightest targets.

This condition is already evident for Mc20-16 and Mc20-
70 and the host clusters, although these two objects are close to
the upper luminosity limit expected for FS CMa stars. In fact,
our research was initially aimed at observing the most massive
evolved cluster members, which were pinpointed by their typical
Pα emission (e.g. WR, LBV), and only the unexpected finding
of less luminous emission-line stars led us to select them for
spectroscopic observations, in spite of being time-consuming for
the telescope.

In any way, two confirmed cases are not sufficient to infer
the frequency of FS CMa stars in clusters or understand their
dependance on the environment. A systematic survey for new
FS CMa stars in young clusters is crucial to answer all these
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questions, and the photometric criterion we have suggestedin
section 4.3 could be very useful for such search.

6. Summary

In this paper, we have reported the first detections of FS CMa
stars in clusters. The presence of such B[e] objects in coeval pop-
ulations of massive stars has also allowed us to constrain some of
their observational properties in an unprecedented way. Our sci-
entific strategy and outcomes are summarized in the following
points:

1. Based on new spectroscopic data of massive stars in Mer-
cer 20 and Mercer 70, we have considerably improved the
knowledge of these massive (∼ 104M⊙) clusters in several
aspects. We have identified and classified 22 new cluster
members, including a very compact group of three objects
that were previously misidentified as a single Wolf-Rayet
star. More importantly, extinction, radial velocity and dis-
tance have been accurately calculated for both clusters, while
ages have been estimated by means of state-of-the-art evolu-
tionary models.

2. Spectra of Mc20-16 and Mc70-14 have lead to an early-B[e]
classification and have allowed to confirm the presence of
rotating circumstellar disks.

3. Membership of these B[e] objects to their respective clusters,
together with coevality, have been investigated thoroughly.
Putting together our cluster characterization and literature
data of neighboring regions, we have found neither signs of
continuous star formation nor alternative origins of the newly
discovered objects. Conversely, spectral types and radialve-
locities of Mc20-16 and Mc70-14, along with their locations
in the central regions of the clusters, form enough evidence
to assure that these objects are part of the coeval populations
of Mc20 and Mc70.

4. Since cluster membership and coevality legitimizes the di-
rect application of cluster results to the corresponding con-
stituents, we have made use of interstellar extinction, dis-
tances and ages to constrain the nature and evolutionary state
of Mc20-16 and Mc70-14. On the one hand, ages (∼ 6 and
∼ 4.5 Myr, respectively) have allowed to confirm the FS
CMa classification, discarding other B[e] subclasses. On the
other hand, we have utilized cluster distances and interstellar
extinction results to constrain the photometric properties of
these stars and their circumstellar disks, which coincide with
the expected attributes of FS CMa stars. Both ages and lu-
minosities are congruent with a main-sequence evolutionary
state.

5. As we have demonstrated, the characteristic Paschen-α emis-
sion of FS CMa stars is an ideal tool for pinpointing them
easily, even in crowded fields where these objects are rela-
tively faint. Consequently, we have proposed a new method
to find FS CMa candidates in young clusters based on
narrow-band photometry. After testing this method on avail-
able photometric data, we have found three new candidates
in the young massive clusters Mercer 81 and Danks 1.

6. We have discussed the aftermath of FS CMa discoveries in
young clusters, especially regarding their origin and evolu-
tionary state. We have dismissed the post-AGB binary na-
ture of FS CMa stars and have explored other binarity-related
possibilities, including a new hypothesis about post-merger
objects.

Finally, we remark that new detections of FS CMa in clusters
are needed to adress unsolved questions about the influence of

clustered environments in the creation of the B[e] phenomenon
in main-sequence-like objects.
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